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Bucket filler activities pdf

Practice Daily Bucket Filling Bucket Filling Journal Lining Page This is a daily lined page that you use to record thoughts, emotions, and experiences about the day to use as a book companion, Â Grow up in a bucket full of happiness. Bucket lessons and newsletter archives are sorted by year. If you don't
have a PDF viewer, you can download a free copy of adobe Acrobat reader here. Building a strong classroom community allows students to feel welcome, valued, and connected to each other. As a very young student teacher, I have always strived to have a classroom where my students are loved with
peace of mind and want to come every day. Use a bucket filler strategy to create a great classroom environment. It is a concept that young students understand and encourage good behavior and kindness to others. This article shares some of my top bucket filler activities. The bucket filler book bucket
filler concept became popular for some children's books. How much of your bucket do I use by Tom Russ? book for kids introduces my students to the concept of bucket fillers, and then did you fill the bucket today? by Carol McCloud's guide to daily happiness for kids. The basic gist of the book and
bucket filler theme is that we all carry around invisible buckets that represent our level of happiness. Buckets are filled when you receive love and happiness from a person or spread love and happiness to a person. When the bucket is full, we feel happy. Our buckets spill or empty when others are mean
to us, when we feel sad, or when we are cruel to others and soak from their buckets. We feel sad when the bucket is empty. The aim is to keep everyone's bucket full by being a bucket filler rather than a bucket spill or dipper. Bucket fillers fill each other's buckets by being kind and following class rules,
sharing and caring for each other. I also like to read these two additional Carol McCloud books: The key to being happy to fill buckets: I work with young students, so I like to use visual explanations as much as possible to help them understand the concept. This is an activity that you can choose to do
when you first discuss your bucket filler strategy or after reading the bucket filler book above. Make a bucket by attaching a pipe cleaner to the top of a styrofoam or dixie cup similar to a bucket handle. You can use real water, water beads, blue pompoms, foam heart or star shapes as bucket fillers. I found
water beads and pompoms to work. Show the bucket to the students. explained that it is similar to our bucket andWe can see this bucket, our bucket is not. Give students a scenario and ask them to tell them whether to put additional bucket fillers in the bucket or dump some from the bucket. For example,
say share a book with a friend and ask students to teach them whether to put more bucket fillers in or throw away. In this way, students will continue to feel at home until they understand the concept. When you go, stop when the level is low, ask how a person feels when their bucket is almost empty (sad)
and ask again when the bucket is full (happy). This simple visual explanation really helped my young students better understand the concept. Bucket Filler Anchor Chart I would like to use an anchor chart that shows the difference between bucket filler and bucket spill (or dipper) because it serves as a
visual reminder to students of classroom expectations and is also a good classroom management tool to help self-monitor their behavior. It is important to create anchor charts with students. When students are involved in the process, they are more likely to understand and remember the lesson. As a
class, come up with examples of bucket fillers and bucket spirers. It rhymes with bucket fillers, so it is easy for young students to remember, so we use the term bucket spirer when introducing the concept first. After reading Carol McCloud's book, I introduce the term bucket dipper. I'm writing an example
of a bucket filler under a bucket filler heading to the anchor chart and an example of a bucket s pillar/dipper under the heading bucket pillar or bucket dipper. Bucket Filler Pocket Chart Sorting Activity To enhance the bucket filler concept, create a pocket chart sorting activity for students who match the
anchor chart you created. Young students have a natural ability to sort and understand the world, so they take advantage of it by letting them sort their behavior under the right headlines. Bucket Filler Class Pledge We say this bucket filler class swears together as a class during morning meetings. This
not only serves as a recall to students of good bucket filling behavior, but also helps build a community in our classroom. I hang a copy in the classroom as a reminder and also give each student a copy of himself. Bucket Filler Sorting Page To confirm each student's individual understanding of the bucket
filler concept, I use this printable cut-pasting page. Students separate the image along the bottom of the page and paste it into the correct box. If you read Carol McCloud's book before doing this activity, I'm using this bucket dipper version: bucket filler bulletin board I love to use this bulletin board display
as a reminder of bucket filling behavior and pledges!They do something to be a good bucket filler. I also provide them with heart and heart and water droplets as fillers in their buckets. I display all of their buckets around the title We are bucket fillers that are not bucket spills along with class pledges.
Bucket Filler Classroom Management Activities I used this classroom management strategy at the beginning of the year to help students learn class rules and behaviors. First, each student decorates a Styrofoam cup that resembles himself to make his own bucket (I also make it! we use crayons and
markers and wigs to decorate buckets and pipe cleaners for bucket handles. I use pompoms as warm fuzzy or bucket fillers for individual buckets of students. When I see them doing something nice or behaving, I drop them in a bucket depending on the pompom (warm fuzzy) or some behavior. If they
behave inappropriately, the pompom is taken out of the bucket. I also have a teacher's bucket and fill it when the class is behaving/listening and take it out when the class is behaving inappropriately. When a child's bucket is full, they get rewarded. Here are some of the rewards I used: Bucket Filler Awards
This award can be combined with special privileges such as lunch with teachers, extra play time and class job selection. When the class reaps the rewards, I prefer to handle the bucket with a small handle by putting a pipe cleaner resembling a bucket handle on a dixie cup, drawing a smile on the cup,
filling them with skittles, lucky charm cereal, starbursts, or blue jellies to resemble water and add a reward tag. I also filled buckets with small trinites from target dollar spots, dollar stores and really good ones (pencils, erasers, stickers, spring toys, etc.). My students have earned necklace reward tags, so I
created bucket filler reward tags for them to earn when they show bucket filling behavior. A bucket full of compliment activities This is an activity that boosts the classroom community as well as morality. For young students, this activity is best done as a small group activity led by a teacher, parent, or
volunteer. Older students can complete activities in a group or make it an ongoing activity for the entire class. Students can fill their classmates' buckets by writing compliments and gentle words on heart cut-outs, attaching them to craft sticks and putting them in each other's buckets. For small group
activities, have each student write kind words and words about each member of the group in their hearts, cut out their hearts, glue each heart to a craft stick, and place a stick in the correct student's bucket. Young students may need help writing in their minds. Each student's bucket is filled with
compliments from classmates  can also do this activityAn ongoing activity in which students can give heart to their classmates in a bucket at any time. Teachers can also put their minds out. Store heart patterns, craft sticks, and glue in a writing center so students can access them at any time. Each
student's bucket can be kept on their desks or in general areas so that students can access and put a stick of tribute on them at any time. I found a rainbow craft stick at the target dollar spot that was perfect for this activity! Tons of bucket filler activities and ideas for classrooms that promote kindness and
well-being for children: anchor charts, bulletin boards, etc.! After that, you need to teach them that you are a bucket filler! Before you start these bucket filler activities in the classroom, you need to know what bucket fillers actually are and why they are so important. Understanding the importance of being a
bucket filler can help teach students this important concept. What is a bucket filler? Bucket fillers are people who use acts of kindness and love that makes others feel better. This can be anything! bucket fillers could say kind words to anyone who looks sad or can help a friend in need. Being a bucket filler
is as easy as smiling at someone! – why is it important to be a bucket filler just because it makes others feel good. When the bucket is empty, people feel bad. But a full bucket brings a lot of joy! bucket filler activities using book &amp; video books and videos are the perfect tool to teach students new
ideas! The following books and videos will help show students what bucket fillers mean and how to perform their daily acts of kindness. How full is your bucket? By Tom Rath – This book introduces your students to the idea of being a bucket filler, which teaches your students why it is so important to have
a complete bucket. Students begin to recognize the act of filling buckets and emptying buckets. Have you filled the bucket today? by Carol McCloud - is there a book here that you can use as a follow-up to until your bucket is full? in which students learn how kindness and love can help fill a friend's bucket.
We encourage students to help fill buckets every day. The Kindness of Each of Jacqueline UssonYou can use one kindness to help teach students that each act of kindness can change the world for someone. In this story, your students can see because the protagonist does not act kindly to the new
student. She eventually learns that if she was only kind, she could make new friends. Kindness Brian Smith's number - it's not always easy to be kind. In this story, you learn that it is always best to show kindness to others, even in difficult times. Bucket filling A to Z by Carol McCloud - another great bucket
filler book that is filled in an easy way to become a bucket filler for each letter of the alphabet. Fill the bucket by Carol McCloud - a sequel that further deepens the child's understanding of what it means to be a bucket filler and how it can promote one's own well-being. Kindness is cooler, missesrulers - this
reading video helps give students practical ideas on how they can become bucket fillers. In this story Mrs. Ruler teaches her students that kindness is pretty cool. Students then set a goal of 100 acts of kindness. Find the book here. Color your world with kindness - This video gives your students great
visuals for how even small kindness can change the world. Students will enjoy watching because each kindness brightens their lives. 20 thing about Kid President, we should say more often - there are many different ways to be kind to others. You can do acts of kindness or say kind words! Kind books and
videos for the classroom – Looking for other ideas? This blog post contains 15 books and videos that you can use to teach kindness in the classroom. Bucket filler activities and classroom ideas You need lots of fun lesson plans and visual aids to teach your students how to be bucket fillers. Here are some
ideas to help students become great bucket fillers, including lessons, anchor charts, writing activities, and discussion board display. Lessons &amp; Activities We are bucket fillers!– This combination of bulletin boards and encouraging rewards is a great way to make sure kids don't forget to be bucket
fillers throughout the day. How to become bucket fillers - This post includes freebies printable that you can download and Students give them a chance to write about how to be a bucket filler in a cute booklet. Random Kindness Lesson Plan - If you're looking for a great resource to teach kindness, head
for random acts of kindness. Create a free educator profile and access all lesson plans on that site! Each grade level has four different units that teach kindness. Learn about five activities– These activities from Moment a Day will help teach you how to become a bucket filler in a fun way. Anchor chart
Anchor charts help students distinguish between filling and removing buckets. These visual reminders work as bright decorations for your classroom walls as well as positive reminders for your child's mind. You can display an anchor chart in your classroom to quickly know if your students are bucket
fillers. Bucket Filling/Dipping Sort – Create two columns on a pocket chart: write bucket filler in one column and bucket dipper in the other column. Sort the statements about what bucket fillers and bucket dippers are. Children can also offer new ideas based on their experiences. Bucket Filler vs Bucket
Dipper Poster - Post a picture of two cute buckets, one using a bucket dipper labeled bucket filler and brightly colored paper and clear writing. Rainbow Raise Anchor Chart - You like the simple and creative rainbow rays that this teacher used on her anchor chart. Something very easy to add a fun element
to a student's brainstorming task. How to fill buckets?– encouraging kids to write on sticky notes to decorate bucket filling charts with their thoughts on the topic. This is a great way to encourage them to share and give input. This anchor chart was found on Pinterest (source unknown - if you know the
source, please leave a comment here so I can give proper credit. Don't forget to set up a display in the classroom so that bulletin board display students can celebrate the achievements of filling buckets. Every time students see this display, they are a bucket filler. You can also add the books you read to
this discussion board. The Bucket Filler and Bucket Dipper bulletin board helps encourage your child to know the difference between the two types of behavior and practice being kind. You filled my bucket! - in this display, even the youngest students can credit their classmates for the act of kindness that
fills the bucket. They put paper in buckets of bucket fillers, thank them and later provide an opportunity for conversation about acts of kindness. Classroom Management – The concept of bucket filling works as a powerful classroom management strategy. Make a positive and encouraging display so that



students don't forget to be kind. Children are recommended to add pompoms for each kindness shown to them and someone else. They work together to fill buckets every day!See how this teacher used a bucket cut into a leash in a photo of a child. So cute! Describe activities With a simple write prompt,
students have the opportunity to reflect on how it was a bucket filler. It helps students brainstorm different ways they can become bucket fillers. Then give them the opportunity to write down or draw pictures of their acts of kindness. Kindness Project – Start the lesson with a discussion about being a
bucket filler and showing kindness. To think of a way to show kindness, finish by writing or drawing a page of a book. Students will enjoy writing down what they have learned, you will love to see their responses! Bucket Filler Friday – Every Friday, encourage students to fill buckets with kind notes to
classmates with this idea from Miss 5th on Facebook. It includes ideas for positive enhancement, fun activities throughout the class, materials for creating bucket-filled displays, and lessons you can use. Teaching students is more important than basic subjects. We need to teach about love and kindness
and help us become better people. Teaching them to be bucket fillers is a life lesson they will cherish forever. Kind activities kindly teach books and video respect PIN PIN
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